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Methods in Transportation Eonometris and

Statistis (Master)

Winter semester 2021/22, Tutorial No. 9

Problem 9.1: Estimation of trivial and AC-only models

(a) Show that, for the trivial utility funtion Vni = 0 , the binomial Logit and Probit trivial

models have a hoie probability of P1 = P2 = 1/2. Generalize this result to the MNL.

(b) Show that, for general disrete-hoie models with the likelihood funtion

lnL(~β) =

N
∑

n=1

I
∑

i=1

yni lnPni(~β), (1)

i.e., independent deisions

1

, the ML estimation of the AC0-only model Vni =
∑

I−1

m=1
βmδmi

leads to estimated probabilities

P̂i =
Ni

N
, Ni =

∑

n

yni,

i.e., the probabilities are equal to the perentaged total hoie number for a ertain

alternative i. Hint: Lagrange multipliers. Also use Lagrange mutlipliers to show that,

for general trivial models with Log-likelihoods aording to (1) (i.e., unorrelated random

utilities), the alibrated hoie probabilities are given by Pi = 1/I. Finally show that,

for the binary logit model with Vni = β1δi1, the ML estimation of the parameter itself is

given by

β̂1 = ln

(

N

Ni

− 1

)

.

Problem 9.2: Considerations of a ar salesman

A ar salesman takes muh e�ort in ustomer servie and free test drives with new ars although

most ustomers will not eventually buy a ar. Sometimes, he has the impression that people just

want to test the newest models for free. In order to onentrate on people seriously interested

in buying a new ar, he shrewdly obtained, during the negotiations, the age of the ustomer's

present ar (if any) and whether it has been bought as a new or used ar. Furthermore, he

reords the disounts o�ered to eah ustomer and whether the negotiations were suessful.

1

Within the alternatives, the random utilities (RUs) need not to be i.i.d. or even unorrelated . However, for

highly heteroskedasti and/or orrrelated RUs, the alibrated hoie probabilities may not be aessible in

some ases, i.e., there are no parameter values to reah them.
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Age of present ar (years) 1 3 5 7 10 5 8 10 12 14

Disount (1 000e) 1 2 3 1 0 3 2 2 1 3

Present ar bought new (0=N, 1=Y) 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0

Suessful deal (0=N, 1=Y) 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1

The data are analyzed with a binomial Logit model spei�ed as

Vni = β1δi1 + β2Tnδi1 + β3Rnδi1 + β4δi1

{

1 present ar bought new

0 others

where i = 1(2) denotes a suessful (unsuessful) deal, respetively, Tn is the age of the present

ar (assuming there is one), and Rn is the disount o�ered (in 1 000e).

(a) Is this a stated or revealed-hoie query?

(b) Enumerate all harateristia, soio-eonomi variables, and ACs.

() Disuss if the model is well spei�ed for a generi instead of an alternativ-spei� ansatz

for the present ar age, i.e., the relevant fator is given by ∆Vni = β2Tn instead of β2Tnδi1.

(d) (i) Give general expressions for the four realized and modelled property sums whih

must be equal after a ML estimation

(ii) Give the numerial values for the realized property sums Xdata

m and the property

sums Xmod

m estimated from the Logit model with

~β = ~0.

(e) The ML estimation resulted in

~̂β = (−9.2, 0.35, 2.2, 1.3)′

Explain/justify why β̂1 takes on suh a negative value.

(f) A new ustomer already has a �ve-year old ar then bought as a new ar. The salesman

o�ers a �nal disount of 2 000e. Give the probability that the ustomer will make the

deal (buy a new ar).

(g) In the present spei�ation, ustomers having no present ar annot be inluded (why?).

Generalize the model spei�ation to inlude ustomers potentially buying his/her �rst

ar.
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